British-born writer and activist, Edwin J Bernard, has been living with HIV for more than 25 years. A former entertainment journalist, he began writing about HIV full time in 2001 after coming back to life on new treatments following a long period of ill health. After five years as editor of NAM's esteemed monthly newsletter, AIDS Treatment Update, he moved to Berlin, Germany where he now works as a consultant for UK and international HIV organizations focusing on the intersection of public health and human rights. Since 2007, Edwin has maintained a widely read blog, criminalhivtransmission.blogspot.com on the criminalization of HIV exposure and transmission, and has written and spoken extensively on the issue. This year he produced a new international resource for NAM, HIV and the Criminal Law, and launched an international network for advocates against criminalization at AIDS 2010 in Vienna (vimeo.com/hivaction). For more about Edwin and his work, visit edwinjbernard.com.